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1. Introduction

Terms like Business Process Re-engineering and Business Re-engineering have

their origins in the publications of Hammer (Hammer, 1990) and Davenport

(Davenport & Short, 1990). As it is stated in (Soles, 1994), one of the key ideas of

Re-engineering is to ‘f ocus analysis on business processes across the firm with

customer satisfication in view’ . We define a business process as ‘a set of logically

interrelated activities within an organisation the execution of which contributes in the

achievement of the business objectives’.

In Re-engineering the analysis of business processes is combined with advanced

information systems technology (IT). In this way, IT acts as an enabler for realizing

new products which satisfy the users’ needs along the lines of business process

analysis results. Workflow Management Systems are an example of systems that can

be used as tools for implementing and executing business processes (White &

Fischer, 1994).

Re-engineering can start in an enterprise only if the enterprise’s strategic

management has realised that there is a need for change and for reformulation of the

enterprise’s vision. Usually the enterprise’s strategic management selects the business

process(es) that should be re-engineered. Re-engineering corresponds to the second
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process within the Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) - Framework

(Karagiannis, 1994, Sep.) which considers all the activities, that have be executed

while dealing with business processes, as processes themselves.

The Re-engineering Process may be seen as consisting of a number of

subprocesses (Karagiannis, 1994, May; Soles, 1994). Here, the Re-engineering Process

is viewed as consisting of four main subprocesses (see Fig. 1):

• Goal Definition, where the re-engineering goals are defined.

• Information Acquisition, where information necessary for business process

modelli ng, (li ke activities, people, roles, control etc.) as well as information

needed for the Re-engineering Process (li ke cost, time, specific laws etc.) is

collected.

• Modelling which deals with the modelling of the (new) business process.

• Evaluation which is concerned with the evaluation of the business process model

against the re-engineering goals.

Depending on the evaluation results, the subprocesses of Information

Acquisition,  Modelli ng and  Evaluation may be iteratively executed until all the re-

engineering goals (defined during the Goal Definition subprocess), have been reached.

Re-engineering Process

Goal
Definition

Information
Acquisition

Modelling Evaluation

Fig. 1. The Re-engineering Process and its subprocesses.

These four subprocesses may be differently ‘ instantiated’ , depending on the

chosen methodology. For example, Hammer says that re-engineering teams should try
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to think as companies are starting anew. This means that, the execution of the

Information Acquisition subprocess depends on whether it is executed within a ‘radical

re-engineering approach’ (Hammer & Champy, 1993) or within an ‘ incremental re-

engineering approach’ (Davenport, 1993). Furthermore, a number of different

techniques may be used for each of these subprocesses. For example, animation,

simulation or statistical analysis are some of the techniques that may be used for

Evaluation. The use of a specific technique is also a characteristic of the chosen

methodology.

The focus of this paper is on the third subprocess of the Re-engineering Process,

i.e. on Modelli ng. This subprocess is the core of the Re-engineering Process as the

goals of a re-engineering project can only be reached if the business process is

analysed properly and afterwards implemented according to the constructed business

process model. A general description of Modelli ng is given in section 2. As it can be

seen in Fig. 2, Modelli ng may be viewed as consisting of three tasks, namely: Choose

Modelli ng Philosophy, Choose a Modelli ng Formalism and Apply Formalism to the

selected Business Process.

Re-engineering Process

Goal
Definition

Information
Acquisition

Modelling Evaluation

Choose
Modelling
Philosophy

Choose
Modelling
Formalism

Apply
Formalism to

the BP

Fig. 2. The tasks of Modelling.
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In section 2 a brief description of the business process objects to be modelled is

given and a number of requirements to be satisfied by business process modelli ng

formalisms is set. The first modelli ng task is analysed in section 3. Business process

modelli ng approaches are classified under two modelli ng paradigms, namely task-

oriented paradigm and business policy-oriented paradigm. The other two modelli ng

tasks are analysed in section 4 by describing and comparing two representative

approaches of the two modelli ng paradigms which are applied to the same example.

Finally, section 5 draws some conclusions from this work and focusses on issues

which still remain open in this area and gives some suggestions for further work.

2. Modelling Business Processes

The task of modelli ng in general, aims to provide an abstract description of one

slice of reality by omitting details and thus reducing complexity which is usually

inherent in real world situations. In the Re-engineering Process, modelli ng is the task

of producing an abstract description of an actual or a proposed business process. A

characteristic of a business process is that most of its elements are enacted by human

actors.

Developments on business process modelli ng have been influenced a lot from

other areas like for example CSCW/Groupware (Elli s & Wainer, 1994), Off ice

Automation (Zisman, 1978; Elli s & Bernal, 1982), Software Process Modelli ng

(Curtis et al., 1992), Requirements Modelli ng (Fickas & Finkelstein, 1993),

Conceptual Modelli ng (Brodie et al., 1984) and Transaction Management (Wächter &

Reuter, 1992).

Two very important issues in business process modelli ng are the information to

be modelled and the modelli ng formalism. The following two subsections discuss

about these issues in relation to business process modelling.
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2.1. Business Process Objects

A business process model should be able to depict all process-related

information. This information can be seen at two levels: at the re-engineering level

and at the implementation level. This paper deals with process modelli ng at the re-

engineering level. The produced model is later transformed to another model at the

implementation level, in order to be used by application development programs or to

be directly executed in an existing working environment.

At both modelli ng levels, there are certain kinds of information which have to

be modelled; the intersection is called core business process information. In this

paper, it is viewed in terms of objects which are called core business process objects.

Fig. 3 shows the relation between the core business process objects and the level

specific objects.

Re-engineering
Level

Implementation
Level

• Time
• Costs,
• Laws
• ...

• IT
• Working
  Environment
• ...

Core 
Business Process

Objects

Core 
Business Process

Objects

Trans-
formation

Fig. 3. Core business process objects and level specific objects.

The main core business process objects may contain information about:

• activities which are the basic elements on which a business process is

built up. Usually they are defined as a unit of work that can not be

subdivided.
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• the control of a business process which describes when and which

activity is executed.

• resources which are assigned to activities. These are objects that are

necessary for the execution of activities, for example documents, data

etc. The relations ‘has input’ and ‘has output’ (see Fig. 4) represent the

resource flow which shows how resources are exchanged between

activities.

• organisational structure which can consist of organisational units,

people, roles, competence, etc. The relationship ‘has-actor’ represents

the assignment of an object of the organisational structure to activities.

These core business process objects and a number of relationships are shown in

a meta model depicted in Fig.4.

Business Process

Activity ResourceControl

Organisational Structure

has actor

has
in-/output

execution
condition

Fig. 4. A meta model of the core business objects and their relationships.

Apart from the core information, additional re-engineering specific information,

like for example the execution time and cost of each activity, the activity waiting time,

the cost of people, laws governing the organisation and so on, should be modelled.

Therefore, a formalism selected for business process modelli ng should be able to

depict all the aforementioned business process specific information. This formalism

should also exhibit some other characteristics which are discussed in the next section

which focusses mainly on the modelli ng of core business process objects. The
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modelli ng of re-engineering specific objects is heavily dependent on the chosen

modelling approach for the core business process objects and is not discussed here.

2.2. Requirements for Business Process Modelling Formalisms

What is essential in every kind of modelli ng is the used formalism. A formalism

used for business process modelli ng should be able to model all process-related

information and additionally facilit ate evaluation of the modelled process (against

some criteria already predefined during the first subprocess of the Re-engineering

Process, called Goal Definition, see Fig. 1). The formalism should also enable the

transformation of the business process model to another model on the implementation

level. One further point to be taken into account during business process modelli ng is

that the people who will be involved in the modelli ng process (either as information

providers or as evaluators of the modelled process) are not necessarily IT experts.

Following these observations we came up with a list of requirements to be satisfied by

a formalism used for business process modelli ng for effectively applying re-

engineering. These requirements dictate that such a formalism should:

• be graphical and easy to understand by all parties involved in the Re-

engineering Process

• enable and encourage the reusability of the modelled components

• be supported by algorithms and enable the employment of certain

techniques (e.g. animation, simulation, statistical analysis) appropriate

for the analysis and evaluation of the model

• have clearly defined semantics in order to enable the transformation of

the business process model from the re-engineering level to the

implementation level (see Fig. 2).

The way these requirements are satisfied by a modelli ng formalism is greatly

affected by the modelli ng philosophy behind the formalism and this is the subject

matter of the following section.
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3. Business Process Modelling Paradigms

A number of classification schemes for business process modelli ng approaches

may be found in the literature (Curtis et al., 1992; Starke, 1994). These classifications

schemes are mainly influenced by the implementation techniques used for the

realisation of the different modelli ng approaches. This paper attempts to classify

business process modelli ng approaches at a higher level of abstraction, along the lines

of the classification referred by Karagiannis (Karagiannis, 1995).

The first task of the Modelli ng subprocess of the Re-engineering Process is the

capture of information related to the operations of an enterprise. This information

usually consists of a set of guidelines and rules describing, in a rather general way,

requirements for and consequences after the execution of an activity, ways of

activities execution, quali fications necessary for an actor to be responsible for an

activity, etc. Actual business processes can be described by applying these general

guidelines to a specific situation.

In this paper, current approaches to modelli ng business processes are classified

in two different paradigms: task-oriented paradigm and business policy-oriented

paradigm, depending on the philosophy they use to capture and model the required

information. Task-oriented and business policy-oriented approaches correspond

respectively to the ‘analysis’ and ‘synthesis’ approaches, as they are referred in

(Karagiannis, 1995).

     Task-Oriented Business Policy-Oriented

       Approaches Approaches

Information High Complexity                           Low Complexity

 Acquisition      

       

Modelling Low Complexity        Low Complexity

 

Fig. 5. Handling of complexity in the Re-engineering Process

(see also Fig. 1. in (Karagiannis, 1995)).
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Complexity is an inherent aspect of human thinking. Approaches following the

task-oriented paradigm execute the Information Acquisition subprocess of the Re-

engineering Process adopting a philosophy which does not simpli fy this complexity.

All potential situations and exceptions which may occur during the operation of an

enterprise are forecasted and described, by applying the general description of the

operations of an enterprise to various specific situations. The use of such a philosophy

affects Information Acquisition, increases the complexity of the information to be

modelled and, Modelli ng results into complex representation models.  The complexity

of these models is handled by using appropriate techniques such as decomposition,

which are usually incorporated in the modelli ng approach, e.g. multi -level Petri nets

(Tsalgatidou et al., 1994).

Business policy-oriented approaches follow a different philosophy which aims

to reduce the complexity of human thinking during the Information Acquisition and

Modellli ng suprocesses of the Re-engineering Process. The information which is

captured and modelled is the general guidelines and rules which can be found in

organisational handbooks. The use of appropriate representation schemes results into

simple and compact representation models. The analysis and interpretation of the

modelled business rules and guidelines is left to be handled later by the system which

will be implemented (Croft & Lefkowitz, 1988; Hinkelmann & Karagiannis, 1992).

Some of the advantages of task-oriented approaches are that the modelli ng

objects are usually simple and there are a number of algorithms for analysing the

modelled business processes, while the large size and the complexity of these models

are amongst their great disadvantages. Business policy-oriented approaches, on the

other hand, have the advantage of producing compact, small and simple models, thus

enhancing understandabilit y of the modelled information but there don’ t seem to exist

many algorithms for model analysis. These advantages and disadvantages are

demonstrated by two representative examples described in the next section.

It is worth to mention that independently of the paradigm used for gathering and

modelli ng the business process related information, the information contained in the

‘running’ business process at the implementation level, will be the same.
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4. Examples of Modelling Approaches and Comparison

This section presents two typical exemplars for the task-oriented and business

policy-oriented approaches, presented respectively in subsections 4.1 and 4.2. Both

exemplars refer to business processes of an example trading company which buys

products from different suppliers and sells them to various customers.

4.1. A Task-Oriented Approach

An example of a task-oriented approach is the RBN (Rule-Based Net)

(Tsalgatidou et al., 1994) which is defined as a tuple

RBN = <P, T, F, O, N, sig, class, bu, if, then>,

where P is a set of places which are inscribed with signals (i.e. triggers which can

activate certain actions), T is a set of transitions inscsribed with dynamic rules, F is a

set of arcs connecting places to transitions and transitions to places, N is a multiplicity

function of arcs, O is the underlying structure of RBN (i.e. an object-oriented rule-

based schema, where the behaviour of each object class is described in terms of

dynamic rules grouped in behaviour units and triggered by signals of a specific type),

sig is a function that maps places (i.e. elements of P) to signal types, class is a

function which maps transitions to object classes, bu is a function mapping transitions

to behaviour units, if is a function mapping transitions to preconditions and then is a

function which maps transitions to actions.

In an RBN, every transition t coresponds to a dynamic rule of the underlying

structure and is inscribed with the corresponding preconditions, actions, behaviour

unit and class, defined respectively as if(t), then(t), bu(t) and class(t). Each place p of

P is inscribed with a corresponding signal type sig(p) and the parameters of sig(p).

Referring to the meta model of Fig. 4, places of the RBN correspond to the

control objects of the meta model and groups of RBN transitions correspond to the

activity objects of the meta model. The RBN underlying structure O corresponds to
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the resource object of the meta model and contains also some information about the

organisational structure.

Fig. 6 depicts an RBN that models the business process which is executed when

new stock for a product arrives at the example trading company. In this case, the

warehouse clerk updates the stock and then a sales clerk has to examine all customer

orders for that products which were put on hold as they could not be satisfied due to

lack of stock. All the possible cases have to be explicitl y described; for each customer

order there are two possibiliti es: either, there is enough stock and the order is

satisfied, or the stock is not enough and the order is not satisfied. If there were other

cases, they should be also explicitl y described and all the possibiliti es should be

examined.

It can be seen that, for the description of such a simple procedure, everything

has to be explicitl y stated. The result of this is an RBN the size and the complexity of

which is very big compared to the complexity of the real world situation. This is the

problem with all net-based approaches. Of course, there are a number of advantages

for this approach. The main advantage is that the formality of the underlying Petri net

enables the development of a number of algorithms for checking desirable

behavioural (marking-dependent) as well as structural (marking-independent) net

properties. These properties are: reachabilit y, li veness, persistence and structural

li veness (Tsalgatidou et al., 1994). Furthermore, since the RBN model is graphical

and executable, animation and simulation techniques could be also used for the

validation of the model.
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EXT ENV

PRODUCT.NewStock_R1
self.Q := self.Q + Q ;
ProcessOrderOnHold(self.Id) -> CUSTOMER_ORDER ;

PRODUCT.DecreaseStock_R1
self.Q := self.Q - Q;

CUSTOMER_ORDER.ProcessOrdersOnHold_R1
for each co where co.P = co.Pr = OnHOld
    ProcessNow() -> co ;

CUSTOMER_ORDER.ProcessNow_R1
if self.Q > self.P.SQ then
NoShipment(self.Id) -> EXT ENV;

EXT ENV

INVOICE.IssueInvoice_R1
create i ;
i.IN := INVOICE.FNA;
INVOICE.FNA := INVOICE.FNA + 1 ;
InvoiceIssued(i.IN) -> EXT ENV ;

CUSTOMER_ORDER.ProcessNow_R2
if self.Q <= self.P.Q then
    IssueInvoice(self.Id) -> INVOICE ;
    DecreaseStock(self.Q) -> self.P ;

N
ProcessNow

<>

1

1

N

NoShipment
<CO>

N

1

InvoiceIssued
<IN>

IssueInvoice
<CO>

1

1

1
1

1

DecreaseStock
<Q>

NewStock
<Q>

N

1

1

1

ProcessOrdersOnHold
<P>

Fig. 6. A RBN depicting the activities which take place

when new stock for a product arrives.
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4.2. A Business Policy-Oriented Approach

The main idea of this approach is to represent explicitl y the business rules of an

organisation. Due to space limitations a simpli fied view is presented. For further

details please refer to (Hinkelmann & Karagiannis, 1992; Hinkelmann & Karagiannis,

1990). First the formalism is described by referring to a process which deals with the

processing of a customer order that arrives to the example trading company, and then

we explain how a modelled business process can be executed.

A modelled business process is defined as a tuple

< P , A , I , RG , RS , RE >

where P is set of business process classes = { , ,...}P P1 2 , A a set of activity classes =

{ , ,...}A A1 2 , I a set of information classes = { , ,...}I I1 2 , RG a set of generation rules =

{ , ,...}RG RG1 2 , RS a set of sequencing rules = { , ,...}RS RS1 2 and RE a set of execution

rules = { , ,...}RE RE1 2 .

The rules describe the guidelines of an organisation and are represented by

production rules. Rules are usually used in more than one business process. For

example, the guideline that a permission has to be given on the application, is

applicable to nearly all  permission procedures. Rules are collected to rule classes

whereby the same rule can belong to several rule classes.

Generation rules determine the activities the business process consists of (by

setting specific goals in the attribute *RDO of business process instances). The

following generation rule describes the business guideline which states that ‘at the

end of the process the product should either be sent to customer or not’.1

,) �DQ�,QIRUPDWLRQ�2EMHFW�RI�"&XUUHQW�3URFHVV
�LV�"3URGXFW�

7+(1 �D�*RDO�RI�"&XUUHQW�3URFHVV�LV

�WKH�6HQG�WR�FXVWRPHU�S�RI�"3URGXFW
�LV�"\HV�RU�QR�

                                             

1Variables are marked by a question mark, e.g. ?Product.
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Sequencing rules describe the control of the business process and thus they

determine the order of the activity instances during the execution of the business

process. For example, the following rule describes the business guideline which states

that ‘before the product is sent to the customer his or her creditabilit y has to be

checked’.

,) �DQ�$FWLYLW\�RI�"&XUUHQW�3URFHVV�LV
"6HQG�SURGXFW�WR�FXVWRPHU�

�DQ�$FWLYLW\�RI�&XUUHQW3URFHVV�LV
"&KHFN�FXVWRPHU�FUHGLWDELOLW\�

���
7+(1 �D�6XEVHTXHQW�$FWLYLW\�RI

"6HQG�SURGXFW�WR�FXVWRPHU
LV�"&KHFN�FXVWRPHU�FUHGLWDELOLW\�

Execution rules select the actors of activities and determine which information

objects are needed for the execution of activity instances. The following rules

describe the business guideline  which states that ‘ the actor of activity ‘Prepare

Invoice’ should be a member of the ‘Accounts.Dep.’ and should have the role ‘clerk’’.

,) �"3UHSDUH�LQYRLFH�LV�LQ�FODVV�3UHSDUH�,QYRLFH�
�"3HUVRQ�LV�LQ�FODVV�3HUVRQ�
�D�'HSDUWPHQW�RI�"3HUVRQ�LV�$FFRXQWV�'HSW�
�D�5ROH�RI�"3HUVRQ�LV�&OHUN�

7+(1 �D�3RWHQLDO�$FWRU�RI�"3UHSDUH�LQYRLFH�LV�"3HUVRQ�

Activities are structured in an object hierachy. They can be system activities,

which are executed without any user interaction or activities which are being activated

and executed by one or multiple persons. For example the activity class ‘Prepare

Invoice’ could be modelled as follows:

FODVV��3UHSDUH�LQYRLFH
6XSHUFODVV��$WRPLF�$FWLYLW\
3RWHQWLDO�$FWRU��XQNRZQ
,QSXW�,QIRUPDWLRQ��XQNRZQ
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2XWSXW�,QIRUPDWLRQ��XQNRZQ
*RDO���WKH�LQYRLFH�RI�"3URGXFW�LV�SUHSDUHG�
3UHFRQGLWLRQ���WKH�SDFNHG�S�RI�"3URGXFW�LV�"\HV�RU�QR�
6XEVHTXHQW�$FWLYLW\��XQNRZQ

Most of the attributes are still uninstantiated. They will be instantiated shortly

before execution time when the activity instance is activated. This is the time when

information is most detailed. The two attributes 3UHFRQGLWLRQ and *RDO refer to the

control of the business process. In the activities’ class definitions these attributes are

fill ed with uninstantiated formulas determing the preconditions for executing the

activity respectively the purpose, which the activity is applied for.

Referring to the meta model described in Fig. 4, information objects correspond

to the resource objects of the meta model, the attributes ,QSXW�,QIRUPDWLRQ and

2XWSXW�,QIRUPDWLRQ correspond to the relations between activity and resource objects,

the attribute 3RWHQWLDO�$FWRU depicts the relation of the activity to the organisational

structure and the attributes 6XEVHTXHQW�$FWLYLW\ and 3UHFRQGLWLRQ depict the relation

between activity and control objects of the meta model.

Information objects can be seen as documents or data. They are used for

describing the states of the business process when it is executed. They are also

described as classes that are instantiated at execution time.

FODVV��3URGXFW
6XSHUFODVV��,QIRUPDWLRQ�2EMHFW
,QYRLFH��XQNRZQ
6HQG�WR�FXVWRPHU�S��XQNRZQ
3DFNHG�S��XQNRZQ
4XDQWLW\��XQNRZQ
3ULFH�����
���

Process instances describe global information about the business process like

the information objects, the start time, the current activity, the goals etc.
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FODVV��&XVWRPHU�2UGHU
6XSHUFODVV��%XVLQHVV�3URFHVV
,QIRUPDWLRQ�2EMHFW��XQNRZQ
*RDOV��XQNRZQ
6WDUW�WLPH��XQNRZQ
$FWLYLW\��XQNRZQ
&XUUHQW�$FWLYLW\��XQNRZQ
���

To start a business process the process initiator describes what he or she wants

to do, i.e. he or she refers to a business process. Each business process is described by

goals that must be satisfied during task execution. The goals determine milestones of

the business process but do not give any information about how they are to be

reached. These goals are set by firing generation rules. As the activity classes are also

described by goals, a planning mechanism will i nstantiate activity classes that satisfy

the goals. The preconditions of the instantiated activities are added to the goals of the

business process and the system tries to satisfy them by instantiating activity classes

with the corresponding goals. This is done iteratively until no more activity instances

can be generated. After firing the sequencing rules the activity instances are ordered.

Now the activity instances with true preconditions can be executed. So the execution

rules are fired and afterwards the activities are delegated to the determined actors. The

execution of activities can cause a manipulation of the information objects of the

process. Then the generation rules are fired again, afterwards the execution rules are

fired and so forth. Eventually the goals of the business process should have been

reached.

4.3. Comparison

The two modelli ng approaches described before, can be both used for modelli ng

business processes. In task-oriented approaches, the necessary changes are made

directly and explicitl y to the model and then validation algorithms as well as

simulation and animation techniques may be used for evaluating the effect of the
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changes to the process model. Changes to the business policy-oriented models are

mainly incorporated by changing the appropriate rules. Then, execution algorithms

and techniques like animation and simulation are used for evaluating the new business

process models. In the following, each formalism is examined against the

requirements which were set in section 2.2 .

The first requirement (i.e. to enable the modelli ng of all re-engineering related

aspects of real world business processes) is satisfied by both approaches. However,

business policy-oriented approaches seem more suitable for describing reality, as the

descriptions are much simpler than the ones of task-oriented approaches which

usually result in rather complex representations of the real-world. For example, when

a business process needs four activities to be executed serially but in any order and a

task-oriented approach is used, the result will be a very complex network (24

branches), if a control object is not offered for describing such situations. This

situation is modelled by a business policy-oriented approach in a much simpler and

compact way. The graphical nature of net-oriented approaches (which constitute the

majority of task-oriented approaches) is an advantage which contributes in the

enhancement of the understandabilit y of the model by the users. The business policy-

oriented approaches are usually not graphical, however, rule representations are

usually closer to human perception of the real world. Furthermore, such descriptions

could be used as an input to a tool which generates graphical net descriptions

according to the situation at hand.

Regarding the reuse of modelli ng objects, the use of both approaches result in

modelli ng objects and rules which can be reused in the modelli ng of many business

processes. Concerning the application of validation algorithms to the models , there

are a lot of such algorithms as well as simulation and animation techniques which can

be applied to task-oriented approaches. For business policy-oriented approaches they

are not many algorithms to be applied, however, techniques like simulation or

animation can be easily used.

The transformation of the business process model to the implementation level is

easy in the case of the task-oriented approaches, as the semantics are clear and the

modelled objects are understandable by the users. The business policy-oriented
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approaches have rich semantics, however, the transformation to the implementation

level, for example to a model to be used by a Workflow Management System is not so

easy, because existing Workflow Management Systems are mainly working according

to task-oriented approaches.

5. Conclusion

The use of Re-engineering in an increasing number of enterprises, by focussing

on business processes and by using IT as an enabler for the development of new

products, has led to a revolutionary change of the ontology behing business matters.

The task of business processes modelli ng within Re-engineering was the focus of this

paper.

Summarising, Re-engineering was viewed as a process consisting of four

subprocesses: Goal Definition, Information Acquisition, Modelli ng and Evaluation.

Business process modelli ng objects were described and a set of requirements was set

for modelli ng formalisms. Business process modelli ng approaches were classified

under two modelli ng paradigms, depending on the philosophy behind them. These

two modelli ng paradigms were analysed and two representative examples were

described.

Each approach has a number of advantages and disadvantages and the selection

of the modelli ng formalism is affected by a number of factors. One of these factors is

the business process to re-engineer. For example, if the business process to re-

engineer is a process at the management level which means that flexibilit y is

important, a business policy-oriented approach is more appropriate. If the business

process to re-engineer is one of the everyday processes which is very strict, then a

task-oriented approach could be more feasible. The re-engineering goals could also

influence the selection of the modelli ng approach. Thus, if the re-engineering goal is

‘f lexibilit y’ during business process execution, a business policy-oriented approach

seems more appropriate; when the main re-engineering goal is to improve time and

cost of a strict and well -defined process, then a task-oriented approach should be

used.
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Currently they are few tools for supporting the execution of business policy-

oriented models. The existing tools are mainly Workflow Management Systems

which are based on task-oriented approaches. Thus, if the implementation of a

business process is going to be performed using a Workflow Management System,

then a task-oriented approach seems to be more suitable for the Re-engineering

Process. Nevertheless, it seems that business policy-oriented approaches are

becoming more and more important and it is believed that they will have an impact to

future Workflow Management Systems (Abbott & Sarin, 1994).

Our future work focusses on the combination of task-oriented and business

policy-oriented approaches. More specifically we are thinking of applying the

business policy-oriented approach during Information Acquisition and generate

afterwards a task-oriented model. We think that the use of a business policy-oriented

approach will facilit ate Information Acquisition and at a later stage, we can gain the

advantages of the task-oriented approach for improving the business process.
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